
          

  
You and a partner will be promoting a fantastic new invention/inventor 

that was developed during the First and Second Industrial Revolutions.  You 

will be assigned an invention or inventor 

 

You will be creating a poster and a brochure to promote your crazy new 

invention and the inventor for a World’s Fair Exposition.  At the end of the 

project, we will hold an Invention Promotion Fair. Other students will have 

money to invest!  You want to convince others to invest capital in your 

invention.   

 

I.  BROCHURE REQUIREMENTS 

  You must create a brochure that describes the information described  

   Below  that you have researched.  Your brochure must include the 

   following: 

   a. Name of invention and inventor on front cover as well as a picture or  

      design. 

   b. On the inside, you must describe the following research information  

       under   properly labeled sections.  

      1. What did it do? What was its function?  

      2. How did it improve everyday life for people? (most important) 

      3. What impact did your invention have on the world? 

      4. When, where and how was it used? 

      5. Background information on the inventor (family life, where they were  

          born, when they  

          died ,education)  

      6. other major accomplishments of your inventor 

      7.  Is there a similar invention today or is yours still used in some form? 

  c. Brochure should be in color or illustrated! 

  d. Brochure should be neatly written and edited. (may be typed) 

  e. Brochure should be illustrated 

 

II. ADVERTISEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

 You must promote your invention.  Use advertising and propaganda  

   techniques to convince others to invest in your invention. Your    

   poster/ads/etc must include the following: 



 a. name of invention and inventor 

b. use of TWO propaganda techniques. These may include: slogans,  
    bandwagon, compare/contrast, name calling, glittering generalities, logical  
    fallacy, repetition or others. Propaganda must show how you use  

    product, why you need it or how it improved life!  Be sure to check  

     your propaganda types!!!!!!   

    Additional ads may be created that show the 2nd form of propaganda!!! 

Your may be in any form! If you plan on using video, see me first 

c. Pictures, clip art or illustrations  

 

III. WORLD’S FAIR EXPOSITION 

1. You will have the opportunity to look at other products and decide who you 

    would invest your money in.  You will be given “money” to invest.  

    (You will set up your ads/propaganda and one person will stay with the  

      product. It is your job to promote the project, to get people’s attention  

     and get them to invest money in you!) The other person will take some of  

    the cash, and travel the room,, deciding how to invest. Midway, you will  

    switch spots. Top three money earning groups get pizza and wings! 

2.  You must write a ½ page explanation explaining why you chose that  

    product. (what appealed to you? 

 

 

IV. GRADING: 

 You will be graded on the following: (you will see the rubric in the lab) 

 1. Participation with you partner 

 2. Research behavior in library 

 3. Advertisment 

   a. Proper use of two propaganda techniques 

   b. name of invention and inventor 

   c. use of pictures and extras 

 4. Brochure  

    a. must contain all information 

    b. title page 

    c. proper grammar/spelling 

    d. neatly done  

 5. ½ page paper 

 


